The entirety of Harvard Square was insane this weekend. It was like the Labor Day weekend crowds around the John Harvard Statue and the Memorial Day weekend crowds around the John Harvard Statue got together and had an entire litter of crowds to populate the surrounding ten-mile area.

“I shut my windows and went back to sleep until 12:30 just to spite them.”

Takeaway 4: They closed so many streets!
Oh man, I went for my weekly jog and all the streets were shut down. It was so exciting, I could show even less regard for traffic laws than I usually do! I just ran down the streets, pretending I was a car, making engine noises and honking at other imaginary drivers. It was great. Also, anything to make driving through the Greater Cambridge area is hilarious, so another plus there.

Takeaway 5: HOLY COW THE CROWDS WAIT I JUST WANTED FELIPES FOR DINNER AND THERE’S A LINE OUT THE DOOR? ARE YOU KIDDING ME? YOU TOURISTS ARE INTERFERING WITH MY ATTEMPTS TO INDULGE IN QUESADILLA-BASED GOODNESS AND I DO NOT WANT TO WAIT AN HOUR FOR THAT. SCREW ALL OF YOU, HEAD OF THE CHARLES WAS AN AWFUL IDEA.

Takeaway 6: There were boats or something.
I dunno, probably. I forgot already.
AN ODE TO LEV
(sung to the tune of Yankee Doodle)
Leverett House is where I live
It's rock solid and pretty
In Lev I am glad I live
So I wrote up this ditty

Leverett pride is going up
This house sure is dandy
Mind the awkward tray drop-off
And our d-hall is dandy

McKinlock house is newly built
It's filled with brand new furniture
The view from the tower's good
You see the world's curvature

Leverett pride is going up
This house sure is dandy
Mind the awkward tray drop-off
And our d-hall is dandy

And there stands Professor Georgi
Our chief, master and leader
He's handing monkeybread to us
We're all monkeybread eaters

Leverett pride is going up
This house sure is dandy
Mind the awkward tray drop-off
And our d-hall is dandy

In our IMs we fight and win
Because we have great spirit
Only Dudley threatens Lev
The other houses fear it

Leverett pride is going up
This house sure is dandy
Mind the awkward tray drop-off
And our d-hall is dandy

B VOLLEYBALL OUSTED FROM PLAYOFFS IN FINAL SET

There was a great showing from Leverett last Tuesday night when they took on Dudley House to compete for the next round of B Volleyball playoffs. Following warm ups, fearless HoCo leaders Andre Souffrant and Kelly Flaherty took charge of the team and coordinated positions. Unfortunately, Dudley had the clear height advantage at the net; spike after spike crossed the Leverett frontlines, and it wasn't long before Dudley had edged Leverett out of the first game, going up 1-0. Following some strategic discussion during the break, Lev fought back valiantly. With an improved serve game, and better communication for setting up spikes, Lev rode this momentum all the way to the 25th point, earning them a W for the second set. Yes, this is the stuff dreams are made of. Would they continue their run into the third set, earning them a coveted spot in the next round of playoffs? Well, Dudley made the most of their height advantage in the final set, so things got out of hand for the Lev defense, to say the least. Unfortunately, the game ended up going to the towering grad students. So after a botched comeback, and despite some great hustle, Leverett has been forced to wait until next season to try and win the B Volleyball division once and for all.

MYSTERY MOVIE QUOTE: I don't know why he saved my life. Maybe in those last moments he loved life more than he ever had before. Not just his life—anybody's life; my life."

LAST WEEK'S ANSWER: Spirited Away
"Three days of eating our food and her smell will go away. And if she doesn't work hard, roast her, boil her, do whatever you want."